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GEORGE-ANNE

Hovie L ister’s Statesmen the quartet’s solo parts.
Day Ott, who, like Lister, is
Quartet will appear at Georgia
Teachers College on November an accompanished pianist, comes
from has
McAllister,
Oklahoma. His
3.
The quartet
the distinction of being selected to record baritone voice is - one of the
' the title songs from two stories fost distinctive in gospel music.
Wetnerington is A Favorite
of faith which have been filmed
Big Chief Wetherington, the
by 20th Century Fox studios.
Through their' associations with deep-throated bass, is one of the
the top people in the world of most popular of all the Statesgospel music and entertainment, men. He comes from Ty Ty,
tie Statesman have attained a Georgia.
R. D. “Rosie” Rozell posses
p'ace of distinction among many
from Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Americans.
Lister, leader and master of
The distinctions achieved include a radio show which is ceremonies at the group’s perheard in every state in the sonal appearances, is an ordainUr.ited States, winners of the ed Baptist minister and he fills
Arthur Godfrey Talent Scouts his own pulpit almost every Sunshow, associations with Roy day at the picturesque Mount
, Rogers and Dale Evans, Billy Zion Baptist Church, near
Graham Team and Stuart Ham- Marietta, Georgia.
The Statesmen have also reblen, writer of some of the
greatest gospel songs of the corded the title music from “A
Man. Called Peter” and “God
day.
is My Partner.”
Statesmen Make Recordings
Fame has come to the Statesmen in many ways. Their RCA
Victor recordings are among the
best sellers in the record field.
They have also been the only
quartet ever to have a television
show sponsored by a national
firm.
The Statesman travel more
than 1,500 miles a week in their
The fifty-voice Philharmonic
especially equipped Greyhound Choir has elected officers for
bus. The bus is equipped with the coming year. These officers
modern sleeping quarters, dress- are to act as a planning board
' ing rooms, a large wardrobe and to plan tours, concerts, and enother modern conveniences.
force regulations for the college
The Statesmen, in addition to choir.
being a fine quartet, are all top
Those elected are: president,
notch soloists in their own Mary Ann Harrell, Macon; senJake Hess, an Alabaman, sings ior representative, David Powers,
lead. He is featured in many of Tifton; junior repr'esentative,
Beth Rigdon, Douglas; sophomore representative, Tommy
Bowen, Baxley. Dr. Ronald J.
Neil, chairman of the division
of music, is sponsor of this
organization.

Choir Officers
To Serve As A
Planning Board

Newly Organized
Shutterbug Club

:

Fall Workshop
Of GHEA Held

The Fall Workshop of the
college club section of the Georgia Home Economics Association was held at the University
of Georgia in Athens this past
Friday and Saturday, October
23, and 24.
Representatives from colleges
throughout the state which
offer study in Home Economics
met to share and discuss ideas
pertaining to Home Economics.
Delegates from G. T. C. were:
Paige Dampier, Adel; Alice Jane
Hardy, Perry; Linda Lee Harvey,
Statesboro; and Geraldine Shelley, Donaldsonville, Representing
G. T. C. on the Executive Council were Rose Franklin, state
secretary and Amanda Tanner,
president of the GTC Home
Economics Club. Also attending
the workshop were Miss Betty
Lane and Miss Lucille Golightly,
club advisors.

Approximately 1,800 Teachers
Attend District GEA Meeting

PICTURED ABOVE is Hovie Lister and the members of his
Statesmen Quartet who will present a program of gospel music
here in McCroan Auditorium on November 3. The many RCAVictor recordings which feature the Statesmen and Hovie Lister
reflect the deep faith and devotion to the spiritual life which
has characterized the careers of these men. The Statesmen visit
is under the sponsorship of th Gorgia Teachers College Athletic
Association.

40 Students Attend Modern Dance
Club Meeting; Plans Formulated
Forty students attended the
Modern Dance Club at .its first
meeting on Friday, October 23,
to organize and discuss plans for
the year.
This organization was formed
for the first time last year on
the GTC campus. On May 28 of
last year', the Modem Dance
Club presented their first dance
concert for the student body.
Some of the acts were: the
Saber Dance, The Three Cornered Triangle danced to the music
of A Streetcar Named Desire,
Tuxedo Junction, a Waltz,
Calypso, and a Voodoo Suite.
Any student is eligible to
join as long as he or she has
an interest in dancing. Boys are
especially urged to join because

Four Represent
GTC At GEA
In Way cross
Dr. Ralph K. Tyson, dean of
students at GTC, Dean Paul F.
Carroll, dean of the college, Dr.
Lloyd F. Tourney, chairman of
the business education division,
and Mr. J. A. Pafford, principal
of Marvin Pittman School, attended the Department of Higher
Education of the Georgia Education Association at the Eighth
District GEA Meeting in Way-,
cross, Tuesday, October 27, to
discuss the new divisional setup in the state of Georgia.

operative will be allowed to retain their membership because
the club cannot progress without everyone contributing his
share of the work.
Dr. R. David Ward and Ed
Dean Tyson, second vice preAbercrombie are advisors to the sident of the GEA Department of
club.
Higher Education, presided at
this divisional' meeting.

GTC Alumna Is Author Of New
“Pitter, Patter, Roundabout”
Mary Akins Williams, an
alumna of Georgia Teacher's College, has written a children’s
book, “Pitter, Patter, Roundabout,” published in June, 1959
by the Vantage Press, Inc.
Mrs. Williams was born in
Register, Bulloch County, Geor;■ gia and received her B. S. degree
from GTC. For' twenty years she
was a classroom teacher and
also taught public school music
and directed rhythm and harmony bands.
Now retired from teaching, the
author is active in church work
—She is superintendent of the
Beginners’ Sunday School Department of the Clarksville
(Georgia) Baptist Church. Her
husband is Chester W. Williams,
principal of the North HabersA’ ham High School in Clarksville.
Their five-year-old adopted son,
Roger Bron Williams, is thewide awake source of inspiration for much of her writing.
At first, writing was a hobby
for Mrs. Williams, who used
her talents for school programs,
assembles, P. ,T. A., gatherings,
and festivals.
“Pitter, Patter, Roundabout,”
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Houston, Wood, And Harper
Elected As Freshman Officers

,
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Statesmen Quartet
Will Appear Nov. 3

“Active membership is the keynote of the Shutterbug, the newly organized Camera Club,”
stated Joy Rahn, president.
On Monday, October' 26, the
club adopted its constitution and
installed a slate of officers including: Joy Rahn, Springfield,
president; Stanley Jones, Gray,
and Bobby Manley, Waynesboro,
vice presidents; Betty Lynn
Cadle, Warner Robins, secretary;
Alex Mura, Augusta, treasurer;
Norma Rushing, Register, file
clerk and librarian; and Jimmy
Harrell, Warner Robins, reporter.
There was also a discussion
on the different types of film,
j and a demonstration on the
development of negatives.
In addition to learning about
the mechanics of a camera, how
to develop films, and other fundamentals of photography the
club plans to be of service by
taking pictures of all campus
activities for the George-Anne
and Reflector.
Individual students may contact a club member to make
pictures for them; in this way,
funds can be raised for the
expenses of the organization.
Membership to the Shutter
bug is selective, and students
must be invited to join. Only
those who are active and co-
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Holds Meeting

HALLOWEEN

a collection of poem and stories,
is her first published book. Mrs.
Williams also finds great pleasure in simple drawing and
sketching, and in culinary arts.
Mrs. Williams has attended
continued on page 4

Dr. Gerald B. Robins, state
president of the GEA Department of Higher Education and
president of Augusta College,
outlined an action program for
schools in the region and talked
about the newly adopted constitution. He also explained
that the new divisional set-up
divides the state into five areas.
Our Southeastern division includes eight colleges.
The purpose of this action
program is to interest all institutions of higher learning in
the state of Georgia which previously have not been members
of the GEA.
Of the eight colleges which
compose the SE D i v i s i o n of
Higher Education, these four
have local GEA units: Augusta
Junior College, South Georgia
College, Valdosta State College,
and Georgia Teachers College.
The other four colleges included
in this Southeastern Division are:
Abraham Baldwin Agricultural
College, Armstrong Junior College, and Brewton-Parker Junior
College.

MARY A. WILLIAMS

Mr. Douglas B. Robinson, associate professor of business
administration and economics
at Valdosta State College, was
elected divisional chairman at
this meeting.

their strength will be useful in
vastly enlarging the various
types of dances which the club
performs. No dancing experience
is necessary and all dance movements and the dance vocabulary
will be taught. The meeting will
be held once a week on Thursday nights at 7 p.m. in the old
Gym. However, only on Thursday, October 29, the club will
meet from 6:15 p.m. to 7:30
p.m. in the new gym.
Tentative plans for this year
include two concerts. One concert will be presented at Easter
and will be “The Last Days of
Christ.” A second concert will
be given during Spring Quarter
which will consist of varied
types of dances.
Everyone is invited to1 join this
club and attend its meetings.

Approximately 1800 teachers
and administrators turned out
for the first district Georgia Education Association Meeting
held here on Monday, October
26, according to Mr. J. A. Pafford, principal of the Marvin
Pittman School.
Special meetings at 9:30 a.m.
opened the long-day convention.
Meeting in separate groups were
classroom teacher's, elementary
school principals, high school
proincipals, county school superintendents, instructional supervisors, and visiting teachers.
Presiding at these meetings
were: Mrs. Marian Anderson,
Ear'le M. Reynolds, James L.
Sharpe, Paul Calhoun, Miss
Lucille Lynch, and Miss Maude
White, respectively.
Mr. J. R. Trippe of Vidalia,
the First District GEA Director,
presided at the general meeting.
Trippe later stated that this was
the most well planned and executed meeting that he had ever
attended.
Band Provides Music
Special music was provided
by the Georgia Teachers College
band, under the direction of Mr.
Fred Grumley.
Mrs. Ben P. Jackson, First District GEA Vice-president from
Toombs County, delivered the
invocation.
Greetings were extended to
the platform guests by Mr.
Trippe and visitors were welcomed to the general meeting
by Dr. Zach S. Henderson, president of GTC, and by Mayor
Bill Bowen of Statesboro, Mrs.
S. C. Patterson, State Director
of Student GEA-FTA spoke in

MPS Will Hold
Annual Carnival
Friday, Oct 30

Hold Halloween

Carnival Tonight

Anderson Hall

the absence of Dr. Claude Purcell, state superintendent of
schools.
Mr. F. Hermans Oliver of
Savannah then made a report
concerning the NEA convention
to which he was First District
The officers of the Anderson
delegate.
In the absence of Jerry Hol- Hall House Council have been
elected and they are as follows:
Betty Carter, Tifton, president;
continued on page 3
Rosalyn Hall, Statesboro, vicepresident; Pasty Ginn, Edison,
secretary-treasurer; Martha Jane
Barton, Savannah, social chairman; and Haroldeen McElveen,
Savannah, social co-chairman.
The floor monitors are: third
floor, Kaye Taylor, Arlington,
general monitor'; Emily Jacobs,
The REFLECTOR staff is again Sylvania, A Wing; Carolyn Mcsponsoring a “Snapshot Con- Kenzie, Atlanta, B Wing; Judy
test.” The contest begins today Burkhalter, Claxton, C Wing;
and terminates on Saturday, second floor, Sue Ellis, StatesDecember 12. A total of $15 in boro, general monitor; Judy
cash prizes will be given to the Chandler, Atlanta, A Wing; Marthree photographers who sub- lene Jones, Hazlehurst, B Wing;
Carolyn Colvin, Sur'rency, C
mit the best snapshots.
This year’s contest will be Wing; and Florrie Daniel,
divided into three categories: Thomaston, is fire chief.
sports, campus life, and humor.
A separate slate of officers
Snapshots dealing with sports was elected for the first
will include pictures of intramur- floor junior and senior transfer
als, health and physical educa- students. These are as follows;
ation classes, basketball, and Lonnie Pritchett, Dexter, presiany other form of sports found dent; Sadye Fowler, Hawkinsat GTC.
ville, vice president; and Gail
In the category of campus life, Bennett, Augusta, secretarypictures of dormitory scenes, treasurer.
The floor monitors are: Mary
classroom activities, parades,
organizations, Rat Day, dramatic Frances Cooper, Barney, A
productions, and any other shots Wing; and Frances Evans, Glenwood, B Wing.
of life on the GTC campus.
The snapshots in the humor
category will consist of those
pictures which deal with anything of a humorous or comical
nature happening on the GTC
campus or to GTC students.
Rules governing the contest
are as follows:
1. All entries become the property of the REFLECTOR and
The members of the ACE, Asmay or may not be used in the
sociation of Childhood Educa
1960 REFLECTOR.
2. Contestants may submit as tion, are presently in charge of
maintaining the Marvin Pittman
many entries as they desire.
3. Any sort or size of picture P. T. A. Nursery.
Their plans for future activiwiil be accepted provided it is
within the bounds of good taste. ties include sending delegates
4. Entries will be judged on to the National Convention,
the basis of subject, composition, which will be held during Spring
reproduce ability, quality,' origin- Quarter in Cleveland, Ohio. They
also plan to help in building
ality, and interest.
5. All shots should be in black the ACEI “home” (building to
and white, as it is not possible to house all ACEI works) in Washington, D. C.
reproduce color shots.
6. The decision of the judges is
The officers for the ACE are
final.
Janice Lindsey, Georgetown,
7. The name of the person who president; Ava Owens, Fitzerald
is submitting the picture should and Susan Brandon, Decatur, are
be placed on the back of the vice-presidents; Sylvia Arlington,
Savannah, secretary - treasurer;
picture.
All snapshots should be sub- Judy Meeks, Nichols, publicity
mitted to Tom Brophy, Geraldine chairman.
Shelley, or David Cowart.
Sponsors for the organization
Enter the REFLECTOR snap- are Miss Bertha Freeman and
Dr. Walter B. Matthews.
shot contest today!!

Elects House

Council Officers

Reflector Again
Sponsors Contest;
Prizes Awarded

Miss Pat Shely, assistant proThe annual Marvin Pittman
fessor of physical education, is
the advisor and director for the School Halloween Carnival will
be held on Friday night, October
group.
30, at 7:15 p.m. in the school.
4
The faculty and students are
sponsoring this carnival.
To begin the festivities, the
crowning of a queen and her
court will be presented in the
MPS auditorium and the usual
booths, pony rides, and Halloween activities will be featured.
By MARILYN LANCASTER A sock hop will be held in the
The Old Gymn is really going school lunchroom with a “nite
to swing out tonight, Jliursday, club” theme.
October 29, 1959 when the “T”
All students and faculty of
Club sponsors their third annual GTC are invited to attend and
Halloween Carnival. There will join in the frivolity.
be plenty of fun and excitement
starting at 7 p.m. Dress as
you like.
The club has worked hard in
getting up games which will be
fun and amusing. There is going
to be a cake walk which the
upperclassmen may remember
from last year, the horror house,
which is guaranteed to scare you
to death, sponge toss, penny
toss, bottle ring lift, and for men
there is a booth entitled “Men
Only.’! Along with the fun, there
is a prize with every game a
refreshment booth to replenish
your energy.
The “T” Club has already been
stirring up excitement this week
with their bean guessing contest. The winner will be announced at the Carnival.
Closing the evening, there will
be a “Rock and Roll” Show in
McCroan Auditorium 8:30 p.m.
The admission will be ten
cents, and entertainment will
be provided by a band from
Sanford Hall. A door prize will
be given to the person holding
the lucky ticket.
The new officers of the “T”
Club, are as follows: Bill Mallard, Sardis, president; Ray
Mims, Perry, vice-president; and
Bo Altman, Waycross, secretarytreasurer. Under the leadership
of Coach J. I. Clements, advisor,
the officers and members have SHOWN ABOVE are the members of the GTC Trumpet Trio
worked hard to make their third who will perform at the annual Fall Band Concert to be given
in McCroan Auditorium on November 24. Standing from left to
annual carnival a success.
Students, now is your chance right are Tommy Rogers, Buena Vista; Tommy Fouche, St. Simons;
to have a blast, so get out and go and Jack Willis, Albany. The band, under the direction of Mr.
to the “T” Club Halloween Fred K. Grumley, will be featured in a wide variety of compositions on the program.
Carnival!

T’ Club Plans To

The freshman class is now an active part of Georgia Teachers College with the election of their class
officers and Student Council representatives last Monday, October 26.

ACE Maintains

Nursery; Makes
Plans For Year

Travis Houston, a science major from Sylvester, defeated
Larry Gordon of Ludowici, with
118 votes to 87 votes respectively to become president of the
1959-60 freshman class.

Wood Is VP
In the race for vice-president,
Bill Wood of Sycamore and a
biology major received 115 votes
over the 88 votes of Patsy Ginn,
Edison.
Secretary - treasurer of the
class is Joyce Harper, a business major from Cordele, as
selected in a very close race
with 106-96 votes over Sue Ellis,
Statesboro.
Representatives Elected
As chosen by their classmates
Wayne Bland and Geraldine
Shelly will represent their class
in the student governing body,
the Student Council. Wayne
Bland, an English major from
Reidsville, defeated Karl Pearce,
Leary, with a total of 138 votes
to 65 votes. Geraldine Shelly,
a home economics major from
Donaldsonville, won her ballot
by totaling 109 votes to the
92 votes cast for Betty Carter,
A total of 205 votes were cast
by a class of 305 persons in
the election.
This election concludes seven
weeks of turmoil; aptitude tests,
registration, initiation to the
studies and social life of a college student, “Rat” activities,
and nomination for class officers.

Dr. Habel Speaks
to Millen PTA
Dr. Samuel Tilden Habel, associate professor of social
science at GTC, spoke at the
Jenkins County High School
Parents Teachers Association in
Millen On Tuesday, October 13.
The topic of his speech was
“The Joint Objective of Teachers and Parents.”
Dr. Habel was introduced by
Mrs. Virginia H. Daniel, an
alumnus of GTC whom Dr.
Habel had the opportunity to
teach in one of his rural urban
sociology classes.
Dr. Habel attended Amelia
High School in Amelia, Virginia,
received his bachelor of arts
degree from the University of
Richmond, master of theology at
Southern Baptist Seminary and
doctor’s degree from the University of Edinburgh in Scotland. He
also did graduate work at the
University of North Carolina and
at Faculte Libre de Theologic
Pr'otestante de Paris.
His major fields of study are
philosophy and social psychology, and his special interest is
church history.

Trumpet Trio To Perform
At Fall Band Concert Here
By MARY ANN HARRELL
When the Georgia Teachers
College Band presents the annual
Fall Concert on November 24,
one of the highlights of the
evening will be Don Jacoby’s
“Carnival Variations” a trumpet
trio. Members of the trio are:
Jack Willis, Tommy Rogers, and
Tommy Fouche.
Willis, a senior music education major from Albany, is
married to the former Pat Garrett and now resides in Statesboro. He is manager' of the
Professors Dance Band, a member of the combo, and is past
president of Phi Mu Alpha. Besides these activities, he has
been on the Student Council
Social Committee, treasurer of
Music Educators Club, a member of the Philharmonic Choir,
and an officer of the band.
Tommy Rogers, from Buena
Vista, is also a senior music
major, who will be remembered
for being a member of last year’s
trio. He is a member of the
Music Educators Club, the Professors, Philharmonic Choir, and
is a pledge of Phi Mu Alpha.
Tommy Fouche, a freshman
music major from St. Simons, is
the third member of the trio.

He is a member of the Philharmonic Choir, an officer of the
band, a member of the Music
Educators Club, and the Science
Club.
Besides this interesting ■ trio,
the band will be featured in a
wide variety of compositions.
Included on the program will be,
“Coat of Arms” a concert march,
by Kenny; “Fanfare and Allegr'o”
by Williams; “Beguine for Bands”
by Osser; “Selections from The
Music Man” by Willson; “Proud
Heritage” by Latham; “Short
Classic Suite for Band” by
Purcell; and “Sea Portraits” by
LaGassey.
The band under the direction
of Fred K. Grumley will appear
on Tuesday evening, November
24, at 8 p.m. in McCroan Auditorium. The public is invited to
attend.
MOVIE
The movie to shown this
Friday, October 30, is “April
Love” starring Pat Boone,
Shirley Jones, and Author O’Connell.
The movie begins at 8 p.m.
in MCroan Auditorium.

Editorials

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Success Depends Upon You!
Do you, the average GTC student, ever stop to think that the
success of your Student Council
depends upon you? The sole purpose of the Student Council is to
make recommendations. These
must be passed through the Dean
of Students’ office and the President’s office. If you ever have a
complaint or a compliment it’s
your duty to let your Council
know. After all, they do represent
you, and were elected to serve you.
They serve as the “middle men.”
Among the many recommendations that the Student Council has
made this year are the following:
that the Student Center stay open
later to accomodate people who
study nutil the library closes, that
we acquire a new Georgia flag, and
that the juke box selections be reduced to 5c.
Presently the Council is engaged
in planning Homecoming. The

theme will be announced next
week so that clubs can begin working on floats early. Another activity on the agenda is the Bloodmobile.
The new blue lights that you enjoy during Mat Dances and Saturday night dances were gotten by
the Council At present they are
working on other and better lights.
The Student Council has been
in charge of all the elections this
year. Turnouts for elections this
year have been larger than ever
before. This shows that students
are increasingly interested in their
student government. Let’s hope
that this interest continues.
Now that you do see the things
your Student Council has acomplished and is attempting to do let
us back them to the hilt. Their primary purpose is to serve you. Let’s
exercise our freedom of speech.
Let yourself be heard.

College Benefits Aren’t Realized
How many college students actually realize how many benefits
they receive by attending college?
Students should grow physically,
mentally, socially, emotionally,
and culturally during their four
year stay in such an institution.
Here at Georgia Teachers College we are given many opportunities to grow in each of these mediums. Physical, mental, emotional, and social growth is rather natural since many college courses
are devoted to these areas, but to
grow culturally a person has to
develop his own method of growth.
At Georgia Teachers College,
every student has the opportunity to enrich his life. There is an
excellent library, there are many
collections of famous paintings
and there are often opportunities
to hear good music performed.
Members of the Statsboro Community Concert Series Association
spend many hours in scheduling
and securing excellent performers
forthe people of Statesboro and
the studnts of Georgia Teachers
College.
At the beginning of every quar-

ter students pay an activity fee
which includes tickets to all college functions, basketball games,
and Community Concert Series.
These programs are planned so
that everyone can understand and
appreciate every concert. The
association presents symphony
orchestras, folk singers, choral
ensembles, and soloists. In each
of these concerts the performing
group or soloist usually has selected a program that will be enjoyable to the average person.
While you are still a student and
have a chance to enrich your life
in all areas, it would behoove you
to stop and ask yourself if you
have taken advantage of the many
opportunities placed before you.
The average concert-goer probably does not enjoy every minute
he spends in a concert hall, but
during each performance he hears
and sees something that makes his
life a little more meaningful.
Help support your college and
your community - away - from home, support the Statesboro
Concert Series.

Can You Accept Responsibility?
Are you accepting responsibilities and doing them right? “Eat,
drink,and be merry” is the philosophy of many college students.
These students don’t know how
to accept responsibility, much less
do one right.All they can think
about is having a good time with
not a care in the world. Only when
one learns to accept responsibility
and does his job well will he become a mature adult.
Many students have always had
someone else to accept their responsibilities for them and by the
time they get to college they don’t
know how. One who has never had
to accept and carry a responsibility

before he came to college has
lost something in the process of
becoming a young adult.
There are those students who
accept too many responsibilities.
They take on more than they can
possibly do. As a result they only
do one job half as well. If anything
is worth doing, it is worth doing
right.
Each person has different responsibilities and the way a person accepts them and carries them
out determines to a large extent
his success or failure in his life’s
work. So learn to accept your responsibilities and do the best job
possible.

This Is Your Publication
Each and every week the
George-Anne, the Georgia Teachers College student publication, is
published for the enjoyment of the
student body and faculty members.
The events happening on
campus are covered by the reporters through news stories or by our
feature writers in special features.
However, the activities occuring
on campus are numerous as you
can well imagine. Since we have
approximately 48 clubs and organizations associated with the
GTC campus we cannot possibly
discover every activity of every
club with our limited staff.
We ask your cooperation. If any
club is planning special programs,
such as a distinguished guest
speaker, or is having a dance or
will attend some national or state
convention, and feel it is newsworthy and should be announced
in the George-Anne, then some
member of the organization should
stop by the George-Anne office,
Room 108 in the Williams Center,
on Tuesday nights between 6:30

p.m. and 10 p.m. Report the event
and as many facts as possible to
one of the staff members. In this
way, the organizations on campus
can be assured of publicity and
recognition of their work.
The George-Anne is self-supporting through their advertising division. The only way that
we can be assured of the Statesboro businesses continuing their
advertisement with us is that the
students patronize our advertisers.
When you buy from these people,
tell them that you saw their ad
in the George-Anne.
All students are invited to submit feature stories and creative
writings for publication in the
newspaper. Final decisions are left
to the editor and her staff. Submit any contributions typewritten
or printed with large margins and
print your name in the upper left
hand corner of the first page. Letters to the editor are also invited.
The George-Anne is larger in
size and better than ever before.
Do your share in maintaining this
status!

A Planned Day
Helps Efficiency
By Irma Roach

H\\ObZ FELLOWS 1PJ TV 0U5INE65 DEPARTMENT WILL 5T0P
AT NOTHING TO BUILD UP THBlR ENROLLMENT.u

- Moore Or Less By WILLIS MOORE
“One result of superhighways
is wider traffice jams.”—“A
radio newsman in Alaska reports
that Alaskans are now calling
us the South forty-eight.”
“Among the many things
teen-agers never learn to hang
up is the telephone.”
Someone has
H§ said that variety
is the spice of
life. If this be
| true, we cer| tainly have the
y
spice of life
* V in our assem" mk b 1 y programs.
AM U S i C, drama,
humor, almost
anything. If we recount the “different” programs we have had
they would be numerous. Naturally we have one or two each
quarter that is an annual or
quarterly event, but basically
we have a wide variety of programs.
A great deal of time and consideration is spent in setting up
our assembly programs. It would
be foolish to have several hundred students report to.a seat in
the auditorium just for the sake
of a required assembly. It would
be a waste of students and administrative time. However, I am
not certain that students do not
feel that it is a complete waste
of energy.
Many students feel that assembly is “A necessary evil” so
therefore they will set out to
combat it—at any cost. There
are some students that, no

matter what is on the program
insist upon studying, reading, or
just creating a general disturbance.
These students have no consideration for fellow students.
They turn pages, write, shuffle
notes, and disturb everyone near
them. Some insist upon talking,
laughing, and adding to the din
of noise.
Recently we had a seventynine year old minister speak in
assembly. He had completely
memorized “The Sermon on The
Mount.” That within itself is
fantastic. But also he preached
it for us. As is the usual procedure, a number of students
brought out books and proceeded to study during the entire
program.
If you are one of those students that MUST study in assembly, please go to Dean Carrol and see if he can arrange
for you to be excused. If he
can’t, and you must study, then
cut assembly—you can afford to
lose the quality point if studies
mean that much to you.
Some people enjoy the assembly programs. They want to
take them in undisturbed. If you
create a disturbance, not only
are you bothering other people,
but also, you are showing your
own rudeness. Be considerate,
it is relatively simple.
*

*

*

COMIC DICTIONARY: “Maniac
Depressive—One whose life is
easy glum, easy glow.”

Coeds From GTC To
UCLA Stay In Style
By PATSY GINN and
ADA LEE FULFORD
Lights! Action! Camera!
You’re on!
Coeds on the Stage of Fashion
this winter will be modeling the
very latest in winter finery!
Cross-country from GTC to
UCLA coeds will look sleek and
swift in multicolored boots.
They will dash afoot in suede,
leather, and corduroy. The most
flashing heroes of all college
campuses will possess a pair of
the ever-popular desert boots.
Returning to the “Stage of
the Roaring Twenties,” are the
knee-length skirts and racoon
collars. Be in fashion in your
plaid skirt and trench coat!
Especially high-lighted for the
men are the “Continental” style
trousers. Tight-fitting and slimlooking, these slacks have sold

a million on the hit-parade of
fashion. This collegiate style features pegged-legs with no cuffs
and no belt loops.
Dance on Could Nine is the
most fashionable belle at the
the “Starlight Ball” in your cocktail dress of white chiffon trimmed in mink fur. Your escort
will be attired in the traditional dinner jacket, and he will be
sporting a matching set of plaid
tie, cummerbund, and handkerchief.
Yes, clothes do much to make
the man in these modern times,
but remember—clothes are not
all-important! It is the person
inside that counts the most on
life’s Stage—the sparkling smile,
the bubbling personality, and
quiet considerateness combine to
make the most fashionable style
ever created!
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It all begins every morning
when one of my roommates gently removes my blanket, softly
calls me a couple of times and
then throws the alarm clock
in my face.
From then on, until I flake out
again sometime in the wee hours,
I go through my calm, uneventful, and well-planned daily
routine.
First I get ready for breakfast, then wake up as I go out
the front door to face the big,
wide, beautiful world through
big, wide, bloodshot eyes.
Breakfast over, I go back to
my spacious room and tidy it
up. This consists of shifting the
teddy bear from the foot of the
bed to the head.
Off I go to class—down the
stairs, pick up Sammi, charge
out the door, across the street,
back across the street, in the
door, up the stairs, into the
room, pick up my book, back
down the stairs, out the dcor,
across the street, into the Ad
Building, down the aisle, across
the stage into the speech froom,
late again, class comes to order,
all is quiet. For fifty minutes,
a small group of neop'e sit
there and gasp at each other in
phonetic sounds.
At 10 a.m. I spend thirty wellplanned minutes, time which
many students waste, busily
buzzing around in the Student
Center guzzling coffee and
getting the latest. tidbits of
gossip.
In German class, we have
hysterics sessions until the professo” comes in, and again I
translate mv German sentences.
The only complication of this is
that I’ve done them in French,
which I then have to translate
into English, and transcribe that
into phonetics so that I can
really understand what I’m saying.
And what kind of a day was
it? A day like all days, filled
with those events that alter and
frustrate our times. And I was
there.

At The

Editor’s Desk
Justice

Louis Bromfield’s Justice is
one of “Half-A-Hundred Tales
By Great American Writers,”
edited by Charles Grayson.
Bromfield sat in the jury box
observing the defendant, Michael Rooney, charged with grand
larceny in the first degree.
The defendant was indicted
jointly with one Willie Fallon,
who recently pleaded guilty to
the charge. Rooney was accused'
of serving as
a lookout during the robbery of one
Patrick Love
on the night
of June 24.
Bromf i e 1 d
felt undecided..
He could hear
a little voice
within him saying, “There must
be something in it. The jury believed enough of the story to
bring a charge. It can’t be false
altogethe • ” And yet as he sat
there regarding the young darkhaired man, arrayed in a shabby blue suit, Bromfield could
see that he was not like a million others; to him he seemed
like a man born to freedom.
It seems that on the night in
question, a policeman noticed
Michael Rooney and the codefendant, Willie Fallon, step
into a doorway with Patrick
Love, who at the time was
heavily intoxicated. The police
officer testified that Rooney

by Wayne Bland
I saw a sunset this evening,
Beautiful, golden, red, purple
hue,
I saw a cloud go passing by,
Pluffy, white, billowing toward
the blue.
I saw a tree bring forth its first
bud,
Unfolding, white then pink, then
grown.
A bird lit on the ground,
Whistling, searching, feathers
blown.
O for the joy of being a connoisseur
Of nature—God’s world.
To love the wild,
The deer, the bird, the rabbit,
the squirrel.
To watch the grass grow,
To see an animal born,
To find God in these things,
Makes one love, not scorn.
Can I be a man
To look upon these things
And love them with my heart
And feel the joy they bring?
Will I see the glories of the
world—
The rivers, mountains, oceans,
plains, and streams,
So’ shallow?
Will I look upon the people’s
faces—
The red, the black, the white, the
yellow?
What am I to do
In this wanton place?
Am I to be as reckless as they
Who exist only on the surface?
Will I die beforeg I awake,
Or will I live awhile?
I wonder what God planned for
me—
Is it wonderful, peaceful, or vile?
Am I the one chosen
For some lonely path?
Am I to serve God
In the fields of war’s aftermath?
I love beauty
And must find the way
Toi the appreciation of sunsets,
People, flowers, animals, new
mown hay.
Only in my heart
May Beatuy be found,
To present a glowing light,
To the world around.
its

Then,
I shall rise
And soar to the skies
To find me God,
Peace, happiness, joyfulness—
Breaking all Ties . . .
With
The
Mortal.

stood watch while Fallon attempted to rob the complainant.
Love claimed that he had been
robbed of at least seventeen dollars. He stated that he had
never known Rooney and could
not remember anything else relating to the case.
The defendant took the stand >,
and denied ever having parti- l
cipated in the crime or even V
knowing the codefendant. He
claim that he was on his way
I
home from a dance and pass- J
ing the corner when the police
man arrested him.
The jurors left the courtroom to deliberate the case
When the count was taken i
was divided, six for convictio
six for acquittal. Bromfield fa'
ored acquittal. Before the fin^l
decision was reached, the coupt
was ten for conviction and tWQ
for acquittal. Then Bromfield
and one other juror changed
their vote for conviction due
to the pressure of the other
jurors who had other committments which they felt were more
important than a few years of •
a man’s life. With the hurried
decision, they filed back into
the courtroom feeling that they
had done their duty.
The verdict of guilty had
crushed the twenty-five year old
defendant. That special spark of
freedom Bromfield had seen in
him was dead. In one hour and
ten minutes they had figuratively killed Michael Rooney for
stealing, if he really did steal,
one dollar and sixty-five cents.

Which Witch Went
Where On Halloween
By MIDGE LASKY

Thoughts

When death has found
victory,
And into the grave I go—
I Shall carry with me
Beauty, love, truth, honor,
To hide with me below.

Roberta Halpern

Can you remember the Halloween nights of just a few years
ago? For days before Halloween
costumes were being shown in
the five and ten’s and finally
after years of persuading and
begging, or at least it seemed
like years, Mom finally gave in
and—said she’d make you a costume I
The great night finally arrives!
Mom, having worked very hard
and many hours on your costume,
throws a sheet over your head—
holes are already cut out for the
eyes, nose, and mouth — voila
you’re a ghost! She hands you a
jack o’ lantern, a sack, and says,
“Be careful and be back here
in an hour.” She’s so excited that
she forgets you don’t have a
watch and even if you did it
wouldn’t help. You can’t tell
time!
So off you go to play “trick
or treat.” You meet a goblin
here, a witch there, and the
three of you join forces. Only
you warn that witch that she’d
better get rid of that black cat
cause it’ll get awfully heavy
after carrying it for a couple
hours.
You knock on a few hundred
doors, get gum, cookies, candy,
pennies and some of these spots
you even hit more than once.
After you hear those words,
“Haven’t we seen you before?,”
you decide that six times at one

place is enough! You may soap
a few screens or windows, throw
sandbags on porches, nothing
more than that!
The first Halloween that
you’re allowed to take the car
is a memorable evening. You
boys get together and since
you’re too old to play “treat,”
then you can only play ‘trick.’
Some people, especially some of
your teachers, find that the air
has been allowed to escape from
their car tires as they prepare
to leave for school the next
morning. “Why are they late
to class?,” you wonder.
But now we’re college students and the majority of us
must be content with going to
parties or carnivals.
How many of you really know
why we make such a big fuss
over Halloween?
This holiday is actually All
Hallows Eve, the vigil of Hallowmas or All Saints’ Day. This
Christian designation obsecures
an ancient pagan festival characterized by the lighting of bonfires and the belief that this
night marked the principal yearly outing for ghosts and witches.
In Scotland and Wales, these
characteristics still enjoy a
limited vouge. In the United
States, this night is put aside for
childish pranks; ringing doorbells, stealing gates,and special
costumes and threaten mischief
if the people don’t pay.

This Week’s Bookniks
By MISS LUCILLE HOWARD
PAUL GALLICO - “Mrs. Arris
Goes to Paris.”
This is a Cinderella story of
a London charlady who dreamed
of owning a Dior gown. Her*
days excursion to Paris for the
dress stretched into a week,
with all kinds of wonderous
changes in the people she met.
A brief, delightful, magical novel
for all women and girls who
ever wished for something
special.
AGEE, JAMES - “A Death in
the Family”
\
This extremely moving novel
was published after the death of
the author and was a Pulitzer
Prize winner. The setting of the
book is Knoxville, Tennessee
forty years ago, and the story
is of a loving and closely knit
family and of the loss and heartbreak in this family when a
beloved member suddenly dies.
This is not a sad book, but is
essentially the story of love,
which glows with affection,
tenderness, and great courage
when tragedy changes the lives
of those left behind.
LILLIAN ROTH - “Beyond My
Werth”
With the same frankness and
honesty that made her autobiography, “I’LL Cry Tomorrow”
a deeply moving experience,
Lillian Roth now describes her

struggle for a professional come
-back and her search for religious understanding. This is the
story of her life from publication of “I’ll Cry Tomorrow”
until present and has religious,
social and theatrical interest.

FEEL TIRED?
If you’re an adult of average ;
weight, here is what you accomplish in 24 hours:
Your hearts beats 103,689
times.
Your blood travels 168,000,000 miles.
You breathe 23,040 times.
You inhale 438 cubic feet of
air.
You eat 3l/4 pounds of food.
You drink 2.9 quarts of
liquids.
You lose seven-eights pound*,
of waste.
You speak 4,800 words, including some unecessary ones.
You move 750 muscles.
Your nails grow .000046 inch.
Your hair grows .01714 inch.
You exercise 7,000,000 brain
cells.
Do you feel tired????

Averitt Is Guest

Intramural

Speaker Of KPK

Roundup
r

Meeting Recently

§

§

By JOYCE RAHN

Tennis doubles are underway.
The first round must be completed by November 5, allowing
a week to play. Each match
will consist of the best of three
sets.
As I have mentioned earlier
in this column there will be
team golf. It is just around the
corner so bring your golf clubs
back and get them shined up
for the golf tournament.
Girl’s Intramural
The girl’s volleyball program
have had it rough these past
weeks because almost every
game has been rained out.
On Monday all but one team
forfeited. The Bluebirds and
Eagles had a double forfeit, but
the Cardinals won because the
Falcons forfeited to them.
Next week the girls will play
make-up games and then following will be a series of soccer, speedball, and hockey for
the team sports.
Boy’s Intramural
On Monday the Bobcats won
by forfeit over’ the Leopards.
The Bears defeated the Cougars
by 29-18 and 36-7.
Next week the boys start
touch football. So practice your
passes and kicking, boys.

Dr. Jack N. Averitt .chairman
of social science division at
GTC, was the guest speaker at
the Kappa Phi Kappa fraternity meeting October 21, and
presented a program consisting
of slides of his recent trip to
Europe.
The fraternity asked Dr. Averitt to present this program
in order to enable them to see
and better understand European
customs, traditions, and learning processes. Dr. Averitt showed and explained slides of the
ruins of Rome and some of
his experiences as a student in
Europe.
For future programs Kappa
Phi Kappa is planning to present more faculty members and
panel discussions.
Plans for fall quarter activities also include induction of
pledges and initiation. The fraternity is also planning to visit
area high schools for college
day programs informing students
about GTC.
Kappa Phi Kappa, a national
educationl honor society, on the
GTC campus, is a fraternity composed of men who are maintaining a B average in college.

Compliments

Medical Rules
Are Released

Dunkel: Tech By 13;
Ga. Over FSU By 17

The new medical regulations
which pertain to the medical
Mississippi and Syracuse Col- games Louisiana State will be
facilities provided for the stu- lege football’s latest one-two facing a higher’ rating opponent
dent body, have been released punch, assumed lengthy leads in this week.
by the college.
the Dunkel Ratings as the result
Mississippi, 114.8 in the DunThese regulations are as fol- of last Saturday’s action.
kel Ratings, comes to Baton
lows:
Ole Miss (6-0) pasted power- Rouge for the Game of the Year.
1. Students report to sick call ful Arkansas, 28-0, to bring its LSU stands at 107.8.
average scoring superiority to
This doesn’t necessarily insure
at the scheduled hour.
2. Students that are unable to 30.7 points per game. The Rebels victory for Ole Miss, as this
report to sick call may be seen have done this agaoinst opposi- colum’s battered readers will
under the college program by tion indexed at 84.1 for a total agree. But it does give the
appointment through their re- rating of 114.8 highest in the Rebel hopes a 75 per cent probability of success. However, LSU,
spective housemothers or Mrs. nation.
Syracuse (5-0) has performed three teams strong, will be deRoquemore.
3. Any emergencies arising nearly as well. After beating fending the national championover the weekend or nights will West Virginia, 44-0, the Orange ship on its own home grounds,
be cared for under the college was 29.8 over 81.1 for the so—
Here are the rating differprogram if the call is made second best total of 110.9.
Other leaders, records, and ences—or pars—which national
through the housemother or
last week-end’s scores:
leaders have set over their opMrs. Roquemore.
LSU (6-0), 9-0 over Florida; ponents of next Saturday. If
4. Students, who make their Texas (6-0), 28-6 over Rice; they improve upon these marown appointments will be con- Northwestern (5-0), 30-24 over gins their ratings will rise, or
sidered as private patients and NotreDame; Wisconsin (4-1), vice versa:
handled as such.
12-3 over Ohio State; Auburn
Mississippi 7 over LUS.
5. Students requiring hospitali- (4-1), 21-6 over Miami, Fla.;
Syracuse 24 over Pitt.
zation will be handled as pri- Purdue (3-1-1, 14-7 over Iowa;
Texas 10 over SMU.
vate patients unless there is an Penn State (6-0), 20-9 over
N’westem 12 over Indiana.
overriding reason why this Illinois; So. California (5-0), 30Wisconsin 17 over Mich.
should not be so.
Auburn 12 over Florida.
28 over Stanford.
6. Where the student is covered
Purdue 8 over Illinois.
For the first time in seventeen
by health and accident insurance
Penn. State 21 over W. Va.
they will be handled as priSo. Calif. 17 over Calif.
WWNS TO BROADCAST
vate patients and insurance apClemson 8 over Rice.
GAME
plied.
Ohio State 2 over Mich. State.
Each team sets its own index
The Dan of Students office
Radio Station WWNS in on the basis of average scoring
will be notified of the hospi- Statesboro (1240 kilocycles)
talization of any student as soon will broadcast the LSU-Missis- margin relative to rating of opas it is practicable to do so, sippi football game on Satur position. The higher rating team
and through his office the va- day night. Airtime will be has won in 76.1 percent of the
1,178 games not counting ties,
rious housemothers and families 8:45 p.m., EST.
covered here this season.
of the student will be informed.
The game, to be played at
In no instance will major surBaton Rouge, Louisiana,
gical procedures be undertaken
-Visitwithout full knowledge and con-^ matches the No. 1 (LSU) and
No. 3 ranked teams nationally
FORDHAMS
sent of the legal parents and
guardian, and in all cases the in both the Associated Press
BARBER
SHOP
International polls.
Dean of Students will be notiLast
year
LSU
defeated
For
Haircuts—Flattops
fied.
14-0, and went on to the naThe student health service
South Main St.
does not cover expenses incur- tional championship.
Statesboro, Ga.
red with physicians other than
those duly appointed by the
college.
COLLEGE FOOTBALL JuH&eU

MSM Meeting

CXPLANATION • A dunkel Is a eomparoHve strength rating reflecting the
record to del*. It shows avi■ rage scoring difference relative to reting ef opposition,
Example: a 50.0 team hoe Ibeen 10
_ scoring .points stronger, per game, than • 40.0
team, against opposition of
ot relatively equal rating.
The eyxttsa ban bee»
continuous since its origination in 1929 by Dick Dunkel.

To Be Held In

GAMES OF WEEK ENDING NOV. 1, 1959

Atlanta Soon

The MSM, Methodist Student
Movement, Conference will be
held November 6, 7, and 8 in
Atlanta, Georgia.
The theme of the conference
is “God on Campus” and Dr.
Jack Boozer, chairman and professor of Bible and religion,
Emory University, will be the
principal speaker.
„
Friday and Saturday sessions
will be held at the Wesley Memorial Methodist Church. The
highlight of the conference will
be the banquet on Saturday
night at the YMCA. There will
be Worship and Holy Communion on Sunday morning at the
Durham Chapel, Emory Univer•' *» * •UIIIHIS TtASf-MAJK. COmUAMT 1M7 THt COC.VCOVA OOUfMTT sity.
The cost for the conference
will be $1.00 for registration
They kept warning me this would
and $1.50 for the banquet.
happen if I didn’t think of some super
The Wesley Foundation plans
way to describe that absolutely unique
to have a large representation
good taste of Coca-Cola. So who’s a
at the conference. Those students who wish to attend the
Shakespeare? So no ad ... that’s bad!
conference and do not have
But, there’s always Coke.. „
registration cards may see Marand that’s good!
tha Burgess in Lewis Hall beSIGN OF GOOD TASTE fore or by October 31 for further information.
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by
Transportation will be by bus.
All Wesley Foundation memSTATESBORO COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
bers are urged to attend.

of a

Friend

Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL

_(10) S.M.U.*
Lower Texas 107.0.
(8) Baylor*
Rater T.C.U. 100.2
Utah* 71.4
—(11) Arizona
Vanderbilt
91.9
(6)
Minnesota*
AMONG TOP 150
Villanova* 63.1
(3) Dayton
Va. Tech* 78.6
(11) Richmond
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30
WakeForest* 84.4— (29) Virginia
BostonCol. 85.4
(9) Detroit* 76.0 Washington 95.8- ..(10) U.C.L.A.*
ColPacific 79.2
(32) Hawaii* 47.3 Wash.St 92.1 — (4) OregonSt*
Miami,Fla.* 92.5
(3) Kentucky 89.6 Wisconsin 106.7- (17) Michigan
Tex .Tech 85.6
(1) Tulane* 84.3 Wyoming 86.3
(5) N.C.State*
V.M.I. 75.0
(16) G.Wash’n* 58.8
Yale* 75.4
(8) Dartmouth
WChesterSt* 71.6— (34) Millersv. 37.2
OTHER SOUTHERN
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30
Alabama* 92.7—i
(7) Miss.St. 85.2
ArizonaSt* 80.6
(8) N.M.State 72.2 Chat’nooga* 62.8 ... (2) Tenn.Tech
Arkansas* 99.1
(15) TexA&M 84.0 Miss.Coll 41.9——(18) Hendrix*
Army 98.8
(6) Air Force 93.0
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31
Auburn* 103.4
(12) Florida 91.8
(11)
MurraySt
Boston U. 74.6
(35) Mass.U.* 39.9 Ark.St* 55.7
(8) S.E.Okla.
Cincinnati* 83.7
(18) Xavier,O. 66.0 Ark.Tech* 40.9
Austin*
36.6
(1)
CorpChristi
Citadel 71.8
(6) Wm.&Mary* 65.3
(6) Southern
Clemson 100.8
(8) Rice* 92.8 Conway St.* 49.0
(6)
Wofford
Colo.St. 76.9
(29) Montana* 47.8 Davidson* 57.6
(38) Harding
Cornell* 60.3
(8) Columbia 52.6 Delta St* 53.1
E.Carolina*
61.1—(15)
Appalach’n
Georgia* 95.9
(17) FloridaSt 78.5
Ga. Tech* 99.9
(13) Duke 86.9 E.Kentucky* 51.9.. (3) W.Kentucky
(18) Morehead*
HardnSim’s* 72.3_ (3) TexWest’n 69.8 E.Tenn.St 56.1
(32) Sul Ross*
Holy Cross* 81.2
(25) Colgate 55.8 E.Tex.St 70.9
Em.Henry*
47.6
(1) W.V.Tech
Houston 86.9
(5) Tulsa* 82.3
Geo’town*
37.5
(3) Martin
Iowa* 100.1
(29) KansasSt 70.7
(12) Wash-Lee
Kansas* 92.7
(4) Iowa St 88.2 H-Sydney 49.7
Henderson
33.4
(9)
Ark.A&M*
Kent St 69.8
!
(18) Toledo* 52.2
(21) S’western
Louisville* 73.5
(26) Marshall 47.2 Howard* 33.4
Lamar
T.*
71.9
..(16)
How.Payne
Miami,O. 89.8— (7) Bowl’gGr’n* 82.9
Mississippi 114.8
(7) L.S.U.* 107.8 Len.Rhyne* 73.2—(65) Maryville
(6) Millsaps*
MissSouthern 86.6—(6) Memphis* 80.3 Livingston 24.5
(19) Tex.Luth’n*
Missouri 87.3
(12) Colorado* 75.4 McMurry 58.4
McNeese
60.8
(5) La.Coll.*
N.Mexico* 78.4
(15) Denver 63.5
(21) Florence*
N.Tex.St* 89.5
(8) Wichita 81.2 Mid.Tenn. 76.5
Newberry
48.3
(2)
Guilford*
N’westem* 106.9
(12) Indiana 94.4
(19) ColoMines
Notre Dame* 91.5
(9) Navy 82.3 N.W.La.* 55.9
Ozarks
19.0
(1)
Ouachita*
Ohio St* 100.7
(2) Mich.St 99.0
(22) Catawba
Ohio U.* 77.4
(10) W.Mich. 67.0 Presbyt’n* 64.8
(2) J.Hopkins
Oklahoma 97.4
(15) Nebraska* 82.1 R-Macon* 40.2
(17) D-Elkins
Okla.St 93.6
(22) Marquette* 71.8 Salem 30.8
(5) S.W.TexSt.*
Oregon 96.3
(36) Idaho* 60.3 S.Houston 55.0
(8) Centre*
Penn* 80.7
(17) Harvard 63.9 Sewanee 28.8
Shepherd
28.7
(16) Concord*
Penn St 101.2—(21) W.Virginia* 80.0
(19) Tampa
Princeton* 75.7
(17) Brown 58.6 S.E.La. 65.6
(2) N.E.La.*
Purdue 102.7
(8)
Illinois* 95.0 S.W.La. 51.4
(1) S.F.Austin*
Rutgers* 77.2
(0) Delaware 77.0 Tex.A&I 61.5
Trinity
70.9
(3)
Abil.Chr’n*
So.Calif. 100.9
(17) California* 83.6
(25) Elon*
S.Carolina* 90.1
(0) Maryland 90.0 W.Carolina 60.1—b
W
.Tex.St*
56.7
(10)
Drake
Stanford* 86.1
(3) San Jose 82.8
Syracuse 110.9 (24) Pittsburgh* 86.6 W.V.Wesl’n* 34.7—(15) Bridgew’r
* Homo Team
Tennessee 93.3
(5) N.Carolina* 88.2
Higher
Rater

Mississippi
Syracuse
L.S.U.
Texas
Northwestern
Wisconsin
Auburn
Purdue

Rating
Diff.

THIS WEEK'S LEADERS

...96.3 Kansas
Clemson
100.8 Oregon
...95.9 Baylor
Ohio State
100.7 Georgia
_95.8 Miami,Fla.
T.C.U.
100.2 Washington
Iowa
100.1 Illinois
-95.0 Wash. State
Georgia Tech .99.9 Indiana
04.4 Vanderbilt
93.6 Florida
Arkansas
99.1 Okla-State
Mich.State
99.0 Tennessee
93.3 Notre Dame
93.0 So.Carolina
Army
98.8 Air Force
92.8 Maryland
Oklahoma
97.4 Rice
S.M.U.
96.6 Alabama
92.7 Kentucky
Copyright 1959 by Dunkel Sports Research Service

114.8
110.9
107.8
107.0
_106.9
106.7
103.4
102.7

96.6
92.5
60.9

86.2

60.1
67.1
55.0
85.9
87.8
89.4
81.4
67.8

60.4
23.5
44.3
32.9
36.0
43.0
51.3
15.5
46.3
48.7
38.6
39.1
46.3
34.1
37.4
24.1
12.3
55.7
7.9
18.1
39.9
55.9
55.8
46.5
36.8
18.4
42.5
38.0
13.6
49.7
21.2
13.0
46.8
49.6
60.2
67.4
33.3
46.4
19.7
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Cheerleaders Are Selected For
1959-60 Basketball Season Here

MISS ELAINE JARDINE

MPS Teacher
Finds GTC A
Friendly School
By MARY CHARLIE EWING
“Georgia Teachers College is
a warm, friendly place. The
people are very helpful to the
newcomers on campus.” These
are the words of Miss Elaine
Jardine, home economics instructor at Marvin Pittman
School.
A graduate of Douglas High
School, Miss Jardine comes to
GTC from Pennsylvania State
University where she worked for
one and one-half years on a
masters degree. Prior to attending Penn State she graduated
from GSCW and taught home
economics for two years at Putnam County High School in
Eatonton.
Miss Jardine spends most of
her leisure time sewing. She
says that she also enjoys music.
“I play the piano a little bit but
strictly for my own pleasure
and enjoyment,” she stated.
When asked how GTC had
impressed her, Miss Jardine
stated, “I am very happy here
at Georgia Teachers College and
Marvin Pittman School. I am
certainly enjoying my work.”

French Club Has
Welcoming Party
The French Club sponsored
a wiener roast in the Alumni
Building (Old Gym) last Wednesday, October 21, to welcome
new members to their organization. The German Club was
also invited.
The party had a Halloween
theme. Because of rainy’weather
the party was forced to be held
indoors.
Chairmen of the party was
Midge Lasky, Savannah. The
committee chairmen were: Susan
Brandon, Decatur, refreshments;
Jean Dickerson, Sylvania, decorations committee; David King,
Rebecca, tickets; and Jerry Bennett, Alpharetta, clean-up committee.

The Cheerleaders for the 1959- I how the contestant works with
60 basketball season were | teammates.
The five judges were: Miss
selected Wednesday evening,
Roxie Remley, assistant profesOctober 28 in the new gym. sor of fine arts; Mr. Jess White,
The seven members of the j assistant professor of physical
regular squad are: Angela Bair, education; Mr. Dexter Hughes,
a freshman from Pelham; Penny last year’s captain of the GTC
David, a freshman from Way- cheerleaders and presently a
cross; Mary Anne DeLoach, a teacher at the Eli Whitney
junior from Statesboro; Barbara Elementary School in Savannah;
Mills, a junior from Sylvania; Eddie Owens, senior, New AlJackie Pope, a junior from bany, Indiana; and Carlton Gill,
Chattanooga, Tennessee; Patricia a sophomore from Richmond
Redding, a junior from States- Hill.
Miss Pat Shely, assistant
boro; and Patricia Sapp, a sophomore from Waynesboro. The two [director of health and physical
alternates chosen were Joyce | education at GTC is the advisors
Blanchard, a freshman from I to the cheerleaders.
Many campus students attendAugusta and Marlene Jones, a
ed the tryouts. Two weeks ago
freshman from Hazlehurst.
approximately 40 students turnThe five judges based their
decisions on voice, an individual ed our for the first evening of
yell, technique, coordination, practice in the Alumni Building.
At the tryouts Wednesday
timing, pep, appearance, posture,
(evening a total of 18 students
personality, and a group yell
which enabled the judges to see participated in the eliminations,
16 girls and two boys.
The Cheerleaders is an official
organization on campus and officers will be elected in the near
future.

GEA Meeting ...
continued from page 1

comb, president of the Student
GEA-FTA, Miss Carole Jean
Collins, a GTC freshman from
Statesboro, greeted the GEA
general assembly. Representing
approximately 6,000 Georgia future teachers, Miss Collins
stated, “As I bring greetings
from the Student GEA-FTA, I
also bring a big thank you to
each of you contributors to the
great cause of education. The
great thing in the world is not
so much where we stand, as in
what direction we are moving.
I consider it a great pleasure to
speak to you, the GEA, because
you are moving toward a beter
world.”
Miss Collins was recently
elected first vice-president of the
state FTA.
Mr. Frank M. Hughes, the
executive secretary of GEA,
followed Miss Collins’ address
with his report.
Mrs. Gladys Darling of Waycross, president of the GEA,
then delivered the President’s
Address. “To h?ve a good profession you must have a strong
professional organization,” Mrs.
Darling stated.
In the afternoon 22 GEA affiliate meetings were held in various college buildings on the
campus.
A total of 24 companies sponsored exhibits of educational
teaching aids and books in the
Marvin Pittman School.
The GTC Student GEA and
the FTA of the Marvin Pittman
School served as hosts, ushers,
guides, and parking lot attendants. They also served refreshments to members of the GEA
Convention.

Tom Brophy, an English major from Warner Robins, Georgia,
is editor of the Reflector, the GTC yearbook. This active senior is a member of the
3SU and of the editorial board of the George-Anne.
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The best tobacco makes the best smoke!

E. Main St.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.

?*si

Statesboro, Ga.
smmmmmmm

Spin the Records
You Like to Hear
on
"Good Neighbor"

Radio WWNS
Statesboro
GEORGIA
Week of Oct. 30 — Nov. 5 —
Friday

"THAT KIND
OF WOMAN"

Tab Hunter — Sophia Loren
Saturday

"DAY OF THE
OUTLAW"

John Wayne
— In Color —

Sunday, Monday, Tuesday

"WONDERFUL
COUNTRY"

Robert Mitchum — Julie London
Wednesday & Thursday

"PORK CHOP HILL"
Gregory Peck

DRIVE-IN
Friday — Saturday

"BADLANDERS"

— In Color —
Aland Ladd — Ernest Borgine
ALSO

White, Petal Pink, Ariel Blue,
Peach Bisque, love Apple,
Black.

"JAMBOREE"

#18088, sizes 32 to 40 at
5.95

/linkotWfi
WE GIVE

Jerry Lee Lewis, Fats Domino,
The Four Coins
Sunday — Monday

"RIDE LONESOME"

— In Color —
[Randolph Scott — Karen Steele

S&H GREEN STAMPS

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

"A PLACE IN
THE SUN"

Jill

CLIFTON PHOTO SERVICE

Dan Munn
Johnny Browning
Jim Fields

"WINGS OF
EAGLES"

STUDENT OF
THE WEEK

Radio Dialed
to 1240

ALSO

Simply paved with lace
... Rogers dreamy nylon
tricot night dress. A web
of lace covers the
smoothly shaped midriff
. . . borders the wellcurved bodice . . . surrounds the gathered
skirt. When have you
seen such a treasury of
fit and flattery at this
price I

TOM BROPHY

Keep Your

Burl Ives — Tina Louise

.92.7
92/5
92.5
92.1
91.9
91.8
91.5
90.1
90.0
89.6

Clifton Presents

For Good Listening

[Montgomery Cliff — Elizabeth
Taylor

EVERY MAN WANTS

ALSO

HIS WOMAN ON A PEDESTAL

"STALAG 17"

i i THIS IS ROGERS LINGERIE MAT #7 8088
mm i

William Holden

G.T.C. FOOTBALL CONTEST

Pick all winners and receive $10.00 cash. If no one gets all the winners, the person naming the most winners will receive
$5.00 in cash from The George-Anne. In case contestants tie, the prize is equally divided.
1. In each ad on this page you will find two college teams scheduled to play football this week. Check the teams
you think will win. Tie games count against unless you make them ties.
2. Mail or bring your entry to The George-Anne Office located in the Frank I. Williams Student Center not later than
5 p.m., Friday. Letters postmarked before this time will be accepted.
3. Members of the George-Anne staff are not eligible to win.

PICK THE WINNERS
Win $10.00 CASH

Name

Support- the Sponsors of This Contest by Visiting
Them When You Buy!

Address (Dormitory of Student

City and State

I

(

THE COLLEGE PHARMACY
"Where The Crowds Go"

DRUGS—SODAS—COSMETICS
—Phone 4-4421 —
(

) Air Force Academy—(

) Kentucky—(

) Vanderbilt

Young Men Will Find What They Want

D0NALDS0N-RAMSEY
South Main Street

—Ivy Sweaters—Ivy Jackets—

) Missouri

(

) Alabama—(

STATESBORO

) Tulane

STUDENTS!

BUGGY & WAGON CO.

Shop the Modern and Convenient Way

Students and Faculty Alike Into
A Bigger and Better Store

—Your Most Convenient Store—

Welcomes

(

) Auburn—(

BEN FRANKLIN STORE

East Main St.

) Miss. State

(

—

Statesboro, Ga.

) Ohio State—(

)-Indiana

STUBBS TIRE C0RP.

HOWARD JOHNSON'S

New—Used—Recapped

STATESBORO MOTOR LODGE

—U. S. ROYAL TIRES—

See Gordon Franklin, Alumni of GTC
For A Good Deal
30 South Main Street
—
Statesboro, Ga.
(

) Rice—(

and
109 N. Main St—Statesboro, Ga.

"Landmark for Hungry Americans"

) Arkansas

( .) Texas Tech—(

MERLE NORMAN COSMETIC STUDIO
and The LEW-DON METHOD

Invites you to come by and get your FREE personalized demonstration of Merle Norman Cosmetics and a FREE treatment of the famous
LEW-DON reducing machine.

CITY DAIRY CO

) Pittsburgh—(

Ready-to-Wear For Ladies and Girls

13 SOUTH MAIN STREET

25 North Main Street
) New Mexico—(

) Brigham Young

BULLOCH COUNTY BANK
"Service With A Smile"

Member

(

) California—(

Amoeo Products—Firestone Tires

Washing—Lubrication—Road Service
—U-HAUL TRAILERS—
(Six Blocks North of College Front Gate)
(

) Duke—(

—Sales and Service60 East Main Street
(

) Princeton—(

) Harvard

) Baylor

Statesboro, Georgia
(

) Tulsa—(

) Cincinnati

Grimes Jewelry Company
DIAMONDS—JEWELRY—WATCHES
SILVERWARE—CHINA—CRYSTAL
23 South Main Street
(

) Clemson

FRANKLIN CHEVROLET CO.

) Texas—(

"Where Eating Is A Pleasure"

) Oregon

Jake's Amoco Service

, Statesboro, Georgia

MRS. BRYANT'S KITCHEN

Federal Insurance Deposit Corporation
(

) Army

) Citadel—(

46 E. Main St.
(

—

) Illinois—(

Statesboro, Ga,

) Michigan

at

“For Your Shopping Pleasure”
-WE INVITE YOUR CHARGE ACCOUNT35-37 South Main St.—Statesboro, Ga.

Alumna Author

continued from page 1
three Autograph Teas, has been
interviewed over three radio
networks and has made public
appearances in or'der to publicize
her book.
“Pitter, Patter, Roundabout”
is written especially for small
fry between the ages of 3 - 8.
The author attempts to bring
the wonders of the world about
us before the eager young eyes
of children.
This book abounds in everyday things which make a small
child dream. Small creatures and
large ones, including barnyard
animas take part in adventures
both amusing and exciting.

Do you believe that “what’s good enough
for your father is good enough for you”
is (A) a remark indicating that Father had
things pretty fancy? (B) a parental trick

If you saw a man on his
hands and knees in the
street, searching for something, would you (A) try to
find it before he does? (B)
tell him it isn’t worth getting run over for? (C) ask
him what he’s doing down
' there? (D) offer to buy it
from him when he finds it?

A□

S

Keep Your
Radio Dialed
To 1240

Radio WWNS
Statesboro

Bn cn Dn

Do you think that the old
saw “an apple a day keeps
the doctor away” is (A)
. simply a trick to get you to
eat apples? (B) rough on
the doctor? (C) a health
precept that can apply to
other fruit, too? (D) applesauce?
AQ Bn cn Dn

is the best of its kind ever developed, for
finest tobacco taste. A thinking man’s filter.
And they know Viceroy delivers a rich,
satisfying taste that’s never been equaled.

A smoking man’s taste.

A thinking man’s filter ... a smoking
man’s taste. How about you trying
Viceroys?
*By the way, if you checked (C) in three out

of four of these questions.. .man, you think
for yourself!

Would you choose a filter
cigarette because (A) of
what is said about the to, baceo? (B) you could hardly
tell the filter is there? (C)
it has the most advanced
-filter design? (D) it claims
to filter well because it
tastes weak?

Dan Munn
Johnny Browning
Jim Fields

Spin the Records
You Like to Hear
on
'Good Neighbor'

to avoid spending money? (C) a statement
unconsciously revealing an ultra-conservative attitude? (D) an admission that
you deserve as big an income as Pop?

AQ BQ CQ DQ

An en cn on

*//V

Why do men and women who think for
themselves usually smoke Viceroy? Because they’ve found out the Viceroy filter

'S‘Z,

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows—
ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN’S FILTER... A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
1959, Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.

Patronize Your Friendly

Complete Food Service—Short Orders
Sandwiches of All Kinds—Pizza Pies

SAFETY—COURTESY—SERVICE

—Luncheons—Dinners—

) Oklahoma State

Free Pick Up and Delivery

—STUDENTS ONLY—
Wash $1.25—Lub. $1.00 (With ID Card)

Phone 4-3321 for Prompt Service
(

You Are Always Welcome

(PUT THESE QUESTIONS ON YOUR BRAIN-PAN AND SEE IF THEY SIZZLE*)

SEA ISLAND BANK

Franklin Radio & TV Sendee MACK'S SERVICE STATION
TV—Radios—Record Players
Complete Selection of Records

FACULTY

Do Ybu Think fbrfburself?

—OPEN 24 HOURS—
College Students and Families Always Welcome

—ZENITH—

STUDENTS

) Presbyterian

The PARAGON

Denver—(

Collegeboro, Georgia, Thursday, October 29, 1959

son will be February 17. Walter
Cassel, baritone, is a leading
member of the Metropolitan
Opera and he will present a
vocal concert.
All GTC Students are invited
to attend these Concerts. No
admission will be charged at
the door.
Sigma Alpha Iota held their
pledge service for the new
pledges for this quarter last
Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. (October
20). The new pledges are Beth
Rigdon of Douglas, Sandra
Bacon of Hinesville, and Carolyn
Higginbothem of Nahunta.
Joe Walters of Statesboro,
David Powers of Tifton and Miss
Dorothy Thomas, professor of
music at Georgia Teachers College will play with the Savannah
Symphony Orchestra this season.

"A Good Place to Go"

Welcomes You

(

Dr. Dan Hooley and Mr. Jack
Broucek, professors of music at
GTC have been quite busy practicing for their annual duo-piano
recital.
Three programs have been
planned, the first of which will
be Wednesday, November 18, in
McCroan Auditorium. Their
second concert will be in Washington, Georgia on Thursday,
November 19, for the Washington Concert Association. Their
third Concert will be a Benefit
Concert in the Savannah High
Auditorium for the Savannah
Piano Teachers Club.
You better go early if you
want a seat because there is
usually a full auditorium and I
am sure this year there will be
some standing in the back.
Phi Mu Alpha, Music Fraternity for men, have the following
pledges for this quarter; Frank
Singleton of Fort Valley, Vernon
Hearn of Augusta. Bucky Carlton of Moultrie, Tom Roger's of
Buena Vista, Charlie Harris of
Buena Vista, Malcolm Gilbert of
Tifton, Herschel Carswell of
Tifton, Joe Reeves of Dearing,
and Charlton Bennett of Jesup.
The Community Concert Series
opens with a bang this season.
The first concert will be November 30, Monday. Coleman Blumfield, a remarkably gifted pianist,
will be the first artist.
This will be an opportunity
for everyone to attend. There
will be no admission charge at
the door.
The Atlanta Symphony Orchestra will present a Concert
here in McCroan Auditorium
January 24 under the direction
of Henry Sopkin.
The last Concert of the Sea-

For Good Listening

) Villanova—(
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By THELMA MALLARD

—Clothes for the Entire Family—

(

.

Music Go’round

I. L. HODGES DEPT. STORE

—Grade "A" Dairy Products—

) Boston

THE KENWIN SHOP

>

CONTEST WINNERS
Chester Curry, a senior from
Wheelwright, Ky., was the winner of the GTC football contest for the week of October
9 with a 18-4 correct prediction.
Davis Goswick, a junior
from Alpharetta, was the contest winner for the week of
October 15 with a 20-2 correct prediction.
Both winners received $5
in cash.

PASTEURIZED—HOMOGENIZED
VITAMIN D MILK
Statesboro, Ga. Phone PO 4-2212
Statesboro, Ga.

32 N. Main St.
(

) Arizona

i a

) Georgia Tech—(

) Notre Dame

For

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
(

) Georgia—(

) Florida

Gaudry's Service Station
—PHILLIPS 66—

TOWN and COUNTRY
—Open 24 Hours—

A Modern Drive-in Restaurant
(One Mile North on U.S. 301)
(

) Kansas State—(

) Oklahoma

STUDENTS!

For the Best In Foods Its

“Friendly Courteous Service”

FRANKLIN'S RESTAURANT

(3 Blocks North of College Front Gate)

At Intersection Highways 301-80-25

—Automatic Car Wash—
(

) Minnesota—(

) Ipwa

"Never Closes"

(

) L.S.U.—(

) Tennessee

